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QUESTIONS PRESENTED

1. Whether the Ninth Circuit correctly deter
mined that specific personal jurisdiction over non
resident defendants can be exercised where those

defendants engaged in a price-fixing scheme specifi
cally designed to inflate prices of natural gas in the
forum states; those defendants sold, traded, and
contracted to supply natural gas at those inflated
prices in the forum states; and the plaintiffs' antitrust
claims directly arise from that price-fixing scheme?

2. Whether this Court should grant certiorari to
consider a question Petitioners concede the Ninth
Circuit did not even address - namely, whether
Respondents' claims can be said to arise out of or
relate to Petitioners' sales of natural gas to third
parties in the forum states?
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RULE 29.6 CORPORATE
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Respondent Heartland Regional Medical Center
is a private non-profit entity, with Heartland Health,
also a private non-profit, as its sole member. As such,
Heartland Regional Medical Center is not publicly
held by any corporation. Respondent Northwest Mis
souri State University is a state entity and a public
university in Maryville, Missouri, and is therefore not
owned by any publicly-held corporation. Respondent
Prime Tanning Corp. (currently known as Tasman
Leather Group LLC) is owned by Tasman Industries,
Inc. Tasman Industries, Inc. is a private corporation,
and no publicly-traded corporation owns 10% or more
of its stock.
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STATEMENT

A. Factual Background

These suits involve antitrust claims brought by-
Missouri Plaintiffs ("Respondents") in Heartland and
Wisconsin Plaintiffs in Arandell accusing the AEP
Defendants ("Petitioners")1 and others of submitting
false and misleading data to certain private pricing
publications with the ultimate goal of selling natural
gas at artificially high prices in Respondents'jurisdic
tions.2 This alleged misconduct contributed to the
energy crisis of 2000-2002 and created significant
financial hardship for buyers around the country,
including Respondents. Although the full scope of
that market manipulation is not discussed here, an
overview is essential to understanding the nature of
Respondents' claims and the basis for the exercise of
specific personal jurisdiction over Petitioners.

The retail price of natural gas is frequently
tied to market indices created by private pricing
publications like Inside FERC and Gas Daily. Pet.

1 The Missouri Plaintiffs' claims are against Petitioner AEP
Energy Services, Inc. ("AEPES"), and the Wisconsin Plaintiffs'
claims are against both AEPES and its parent company,
Petitioner American Electric Power Company, Inc. ("AEP"). The
Wisconsin Plaintiffs are responding to the Petition separately.

2 The facts are drawn from the operative complaints in
Heartland and Arandell, which are to be taken as true under the
standard of review. Hartford Fire Ins. Co. v. California, 509 U.S.
764, 770 (1993).



App. 14a-15a.3 These publications gather data from
natural gas sellers and traders about the volumes and
prices of natural gas being sold at various trading
points ("hubs") around the country. Pet. App. 156a-
158a. The publications then compile that data to
create published price indices for those hubs on a
daily or monthly basis. Id. The vast majority of retail
gas sales are then priced by referencing the index
contained in one of these pricing publications for a
particular hub or location - for example, the price
term in a natural gas sales contract might read
'Inside FERC Southern Star Central + $0.31 per
MMBtu," where "Southern Star Central" is one of the
compiled indices. See Policy Statement on Natural
Gas & Electric Price Indices, 104 FERC \ 61121, at
2-3 (July 24, 2003), 2003 WL 21725984. Moreover,
natural gas companies like Petitioners divide their
trading into certain geographic regions or "desks."
Pet. App. 156a. Those desks are responsible for mak
ing and reporting sales in the designated geographic
market - which for Missouri is the "Mid-Continent"
region. Id.

In the wake of the 2000-2002 energy crisis,
regulators began investigating the apparent manipu
lation of these private publications by natural gas
sellers and traders. See Pet. App. 14a. The Com
modity Futures Trading Commission ("CFTC") and

Citations to Petitioners' Appendix are abbreviated
throughout as "Pet. App" and those to Respondents' Appendix
are abbreviated as "Rsp. App."



the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC")
both concluded that a number of companies, including
Petitioners, were submitting intentionally false and
misleading information to the publishers. Pet. App.
14a-16a, 159a-160a, 194a-195a. In fact, some of
Petitioners' co-defendants acknowledged that their
traders fabricated virtually all reports to the publica
tions during the relevant timeframe. See, e.g., Rsp.
App. 44 (finding that 99% of El Paso's reported trades
were false or inaccurate).

After Petitioners' conduct came to light, Respon
dents filed this case in Missouri, and the Wisconsin
Plaintiffs filed their lawsuit in Wisconsin - the states

of their residence and the forums in which Respond
ents purchased the price-fixed product. The operative
complaints in both cases allege that Petitioners'
"actions were intended to have, and did have, a
direct, substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect
on commerce in [the forum state]." Pet. App. 51a, 58a,
133a, 161a, 192a. Petitioners' conduct included the
reporting of false volume and pricing information to
publications covering the Mid-Continent region -
which includes Missouri. Pet. App. 135a, 156a, 158a,
195a. According to the CFTC, 86% of reports to Inside
FERC from Petitioners' "Mid-Continent Desk" were

false or inaccurate. Rsp. App. 25. Those reports were
used by publications like Inside FERC to calculate
the index prices for hubs in the "Mid-Continent
region" (Pet. App. 135a, 156a, 158a, 195a), and many
of Respondents' retail purchases of natural gas were
based on those inaccurate index prices.



Respondents further alleged that AEPES "boueht
sold and transported natural gas . . . in the United
States and mMissouri," including billions of dollars'
worth of Missouri-based sales during the relevant
tune period. Pet. App. 51a, 135a. One of IePe"s
primary Missouri trading partners - Aquila Merchant
Services - was itself an active member of the conspir
acy to manipulate natural gas prices. Pet. App 51a
234a. And data from these types of sales wer^re^
u£(T P"blica*ons- Pet- APP- 135a, 156a, 158a,195a (describing Petitioners' reporting of false price
n2^ r relatm^° ^id-Continent region sales).In fact there was evidence - which the district court

Ae££ * T e\(Pet APP- 99a-100a) - ^atAEPES s trades with Aquila were reported in the
Mid-Lontinent region. Rsp. App. 7.

Similarly, the Wisconsin complaint alleges that
each of tt ^ Defendants* "buy", sells and trans
ports electricity and natural gas . . . in the United
States and mWisconsin." Pet App. 192a. It further
asserts that AEP issued guarantees to Wis'nsfn
T^^LZ,b6half °f AEPES t0 facilitate andenable AEPES's sales of natural gas in Wisconsin
that both AEP Defendants "engaged^ the plac^of
wash sales, and manipulated market indices through
W *%£**? °f falSe tradinS ^formation/' andhat AEP has "acknowledge^] and accepted]
respond* for submitting knowingly inaccurate

4The Heartland plaintiffs claim jurisdiction over AFPF«?
only, while the Arandell complaint alleges facts th.f « 5.
jurisdiction over both AEP and AEPES PP°rt



trade information from its trading desks," including
the "Northeast and Mid-Continent regions." Pet. App
50a, 192a, 195a.

B. Proceedings Below

This case is one of a group of lawsuits filed in
state courts against the AEP Defendants and other
corporate defendants. The actions were removed to
federal court and consolidated into the underlying
Multi-District Litigation before the United States Dis
trict Court for the District ofNevada. Pet.App. 13a.

After the cases were consolidated, the defendants
jointly moved for summary judgment on all state law
claims, arguing that they were preempted by the
Natural Gas Act. Id. The District Court granted that
motion. Id. The two Petitioners here also separately
moved to dismiss the claims against them in the
Missouri and Wisconsin actions for lack of personal
jurisdiction. Id. Petitioners argued that they could
not be sued in Missouri or Wisconsin because Re
spondents did not purchase gas directly from them.
See Pet. App. 50a. In deciding that motion, the Dis
trict Court focused only on Petitioners' sales of natu
ral gas to third parties and the execution of natural
gas contracts in the forum states. Pet. App. 54a.
Because, in the District Court's view, Respondents'
claims could not be said to arise out ofthose contacts,
the District Court dismissed Petitioners from the
Heartland send Arandell cases. Id.

The Ninth Circuit reversed both orders. It found
that preemption did not bar any of the plaintiffs'
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claims and that specific personal jurisdiction over
Petitioners AEPES in Missouri, and over both Peti
tioners in Wisconsin, was constitutional. Pet Add
13a. ' F'

The Ninth Circuit began its personal jurisdiction
analysis by identifying the operative facts. Pet. App.
48a-49a. Plaintiffs' theory below, the court explained,
was that personal jurisdiction existed over the
AEP Defendants in Wisconsin, in part, by virtue of
AEPES's execution of a long-term natural gas supply
agreement with Wisconsin Electric Power Company
and subsequent sales of natural gas in Wisconsin
pursuant to that agreement within the relevant time
period. Pet. App. 50a.

As for Missouri, the court explained that AEP5
traded with Aquila Merchant Services (a Missouri-
based company) - a company that Plaintiffs alleged
was "an active member of the conspiracy to manipulate
natural gas prices" - from 1997-2001, AEPES entered
into natural gas supply agreements with various
Missouri companies within the relevant time period
(which were guaranteed by AEP), and AEPES sold
billions of dollars' worth of natural gas to Missouri-
based entities from 2000-2002. Id. at 50a-51a. The
court also stressed Plaintiffs' allegations that the AEP
Defendants' complained-of actions "were intended to

5Although the Ninth Circuit's Opinion states that "AEP"
made the sales to Missouri-based Aquila, those sales and trades
wereactuallymade byAEPES. Rsp. App. 7



have, and did have, a direct, substantial, and reason
ably ' foreseeable effect on commerce in Missouri
during the [Relevant [t]ime [p]eriod." Id. at 51a.

Against this factual backdrop, the Ninth Circuit
began its legal analysis by reciting a series of well-
accepted principles regarding the exercise of specific
personal jurisdiction. Pet. App. 51a-53a. As a frame
work for its analysis, the court used the following
three-part test derived from this Court's personal
jurisdiction rulings:

(1) The non-resident defendant must pur
posefully direct his activities or consummate
some transaction with the forum or resident
thereof; or perform some act by which he
purposefully avails himself of the privilege of
conducting activities in the forum, thereby
invoking the benefits and protections of its
laws; (2) the claim must be one which arises
out of or relates to the defendant's forum-
related activities; and (3) the exercise of
jurisdiction must comport with fair play and
substantial justice, i.e., it must be reasona
ble!;.]

Pet. App. 53a-54a.

According to the Ninth Circuit, the District Court
had "focused its analysis on the allegations that
AEPES made sales to Wisconsin- and Missouri-based
entities and found that Plaintiffs had not met their
burden of proving the second requirement for specific
jurisdiction [the nexus requirement]." Id. But the
Ninth Circuit determined that it "need not decide



whether personal jurisdiction could be grounded
merely on the AEP Defendants' sales ofnatuS 2In
*e/™tfates in Part because Plaintiffs "alsopredicated then- antitrust claims on the AEP Defen!
dants manipulation of the price indices pursuant to a
oT?rCyJ° faflate ^ natUfal ^ «*^" Pet. App
that"56,h^0rte.rCif,CaIiy' the Mnth Ci™" f<*2d
>*«. ™ C°Urt eiTed in faiKn« *° analyzewhether Plaintiffs' allegations of anlompetffive

sun2trth r6Cted St tt/ &rUm States " «**«* to
PefC 56aeXerC,Se °f SPedfiC ?™ jurisdiction.

The court concluded that "there is no Question

the AEP Defendants' collusive manipulation of the
gas price indices." Id. The key issue, then, was
slastrth ,T DefendantS' PrfCe manipulationdM„„ ae/Jrf.Pr0nS °f'he specific personal juris-
nur^efT^ "- Wh6ther POTp0se&I <*«*» orpurposeful availment occurred in connection with the
forum state. Id. (emphasis in original).

On the issue of purposeful direction, the Ninth

U.S 783 (1984), "[pjurposeful direction requires that
he defendant allegedly must have (1) committed an

mtenbonal act, (2) expressly aimed at the forum state
o he / r*that the defendant *>™ » Hkei;to be suffered in the forum state." Pet. App 57a

aaf'th V?°n markS 0mittedX The -urTfoundthat the pleadings contain allegations of'intentional



acts' in the form of anticompetitive behavior expressly
aimed at the forum states." Pet. App. 58a.

With regard to the Wisconsin Plaintiffs, the court
focused on Plaintiffs' allegations that the AEP De
fendants' "either directly or indirectly through one of
its controlled affiliates engaged in the practice of
wash sales, and manipulated market indices through
the reporting of false trading information," and that
those actions were "intended to have, and did have, a
direct, substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect
oncommerce in Wisconsin." Id. The court also pointed
to allegations that the AEP Defendants and others
"worked together to fraudulently increase the retail
price of natural gas paid by commercial entities in
Wisconsin" and that "[t]he 'purpose and effect' of [the
alleged manipulative behavior] was to collusively and
artificially inflate the price of natural gas paid by
commercial entities in Wisconsin." Pet. App. 59a.

The court explained that similar allegations were
made by the Missouri Plaintiffs. Pet. App. 62a. It
concluded that, "[b]y alleging acts 'intended to have'
an effect in" the forum states, Plaintiffs "went beyond
alleging acts with a 'mere foreseeable effect' in the
forum[s]" and met the standard for alleging acts
expressly aimed at the forum states. Pet. App. 58a-
59a. Thus, the court concluded that AEP and AEPES
purposefully directed their conduct at Wisconsin, and
AEPES purposefully directed its conduct at Missouri.
Pet. App. 59a-60a, 62a.
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Because, as discussed, Plaintiffs' claims clearly
arise out of the alleged manipulation of natural gas
price indices, the court moved on to analyze the third
factor under Colder: whether the intentional acts
caused harm that the defendant knows is likely to be
suffered in the forum state. Pet. App. 60a. On this
point, the court concluded that Plaintiffs' allegations
of steep price increases for natural gas paid by Plain
tiffs in the forum states and allegations of specific
harm resulting from related price volatility were
sufficient to satisfy the third prong of the court's
purposeful direction analysis. Id. In reaching that
conclusion, the court rejected the notion that Calder
requires that the "brunt" of the harm be suffered in
the forum state, holding instead that if there is "a
jurisdictionally sufficient amount of harm in the
forum state, it does not matter that even more harm
might have been suffered in another state." Id.

Finally, noting Petitioners' failure to make a
compelling case to the contrary, the court concluded
that the exercise of personal jurisdiction over Peti
tioners would not offend traditional notions of fair
play and substantial justice. Pet. App. 62a.

Defendants jointly petitioned this Court for a
writ of certiorari seeking review of the preemption
decision. While that petition was pending, the AEP
Defendants filed this Petition seeking separate review
of the Ninth Circuit's personal jurisdiction ruling
The Court has since granted the request for review of
the preemption decision.
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REASONS FOR DENYING THE WRIT

The Ninth Circuit's straightforward application
of well-established principles of personal jurisdiction
does not warrant this Court's review. Petitioner
AEPES specifically targeted its price-fixing scheme at
Missouri, Respondents' claims arise directly out of
that price-fixing scheme, and the exercise of personal
jurisdiction over AEPES comports with principles of
fair play and substantial justice. Petitioners ignore
these basic tenets ofpersonal jurisdiction and instead
urge this Court to resolve at least two "deeply en
trenched" circuit splits. But these supposed splits are
either illusory or simply not implicated by the Ninth
Circuit's decision. The Petition should be denied.

I. Exercise Of Specific Personal Jurisdiction
Over AEPES Fully Comports With Due
Process And Does Not Represent A Depar
ture From The Approach Taken By Other
Circuits.

Under this Court's precedent, a defendant can be
subject to jurisdiction in a state where it does not
reside ifits contacts with the forum are "such that [it]
should reasonably anticipate being haled into court
there." World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson 444
U.S. 286, 297 (1980). Jurisdiction can be found in one
of two ways. Either the defendant is subject to gen
eral personal jurisdiction, where its connection to the
state is so deep that the lawsuit can be unrelated to
the contacts, or the defendant is subject to specific
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personal jurisdiction, where the claims relate to the
defendant's ties to the state.

Where, as here, specific personal jurisdiction is
alleged, the question is whether the defendant has
certain minimum contacts .. . such that the mainte

nance of the suit does not offend traditional notions of
fair play and substantial justice." Calder v. Jones, 465
U.S. 783, 788 (1984) (quotations omitted). This "min
imum contacts" requirement is met if the defendant
purposefully availed itself of the privilege of doine
business in the forum or purposefully directed its
conduct and activities toward the forum, and the
plaintiff's claims arise out of or relate to those
contacts. See Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471
U.S. 462, 472-73 (1985); Walden v. Fiore, 134 S Ct
1115, 1123-24 (2014). If those first two elements
are present, the defendant cannot escape a state's
jurisdiction unless it makes a "compelling case" that
the exercise of jurisdiction would be unfair and
unreasonable. Burger King, 471 U.S. at 477.

Here, Petitioners primarily challenge the Ninth
Circuit's conclusion that they purposefully directed
their conduct at Missouri and Wisconsin. The argu
ment centers on their claim that, because Missouri
and Wisconsin were not the "focal point" of their
nationwide price-fixing scheme, those forums did not
suffer the "brunt of the harm" from Petitioners'
actions. As explained below, Petitioners' argument
misconstrues the record and misunderstands this
courts personal jurisdiction rulings.
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A. AEPES Has Sufficient Minimum Con
tacts With Missouri.

Petitioners concede that Respondents' antitrust
claims arise out of the alleged market manipulation
and they make no effort to show that personal
iurisdiction here would somehow be unjust or unrea
sonable. Their argument is confined instead to the
first prong of the minimum contacts analysis - they
contend that the Ninth Circuit's application of the
purposeful-direction prong is at odds with precedents
from this Court and other circuit courts.

1 This Court Has Made Clear That
Purposeful Direction Under The
"Effects Test" Is Present Whenever
Conduct Of The Kind Alleged Here
Is "Expressly Aimed" At The Forum
State, Regardless Of Whether That
State Was The "Focus" Or Bore The
"Brunt Of The Harm."

This Court has held that where defendants
purposefully direct their conduct at a forum state,
they subject themselves to suit in that forum. Calder
465 US at 788. If the conduct is "expressly aimed at
the forum state and its harmful effects are felt there,
the first prong of the minimum contacts test is
satisfied. Id. This intensely fact-specific inquiry is
ill-suited to bright-line tests. See Metro. Life Ins. Co.
v. Robertson-Ceco Corp., 84 F.3d 560, 570 (2d d,
1996); Licci ex rel. Licci v. Lebanese Canadian Bank,
SAL, 673 F.3d 50, 67 (2d Cir. 2012).
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In Calder, two Florida residents - both writers
for the National Enquirer - were sued for libel in
California by a well-known resident of that state
Calder, 465 U.S. at 784-85. The defendants knew
their article would be published and sold widely in
California, the National Enquirer's most profitable
state. Id. The Court found that defendants had
expressly aimed" their conduct at California because

the subject of the offending article was based in
California, the magazine was widely published and
sold there, and the "brunt of the harm" occurred
there. Id. at 788-89.

But a finding of purposeful direction need not
always depend on the focal point of the harm. As this
Court has explained, where the defendant has "con
tinuously and deliberately exploited" the forum mar
ket, it has directed its conduct at the state. Keeton v
Hustler Magazine, Inc., 465 U.S. 770, 780 (1984) In
Keeton - decided the same day as Calder and, like
Calder, written by Justice Rehnquist - neither the
defendant nor the plaintiff was a resident of New
Hampshire, where the suit was filed. Id. at 772. In
fact, the plaintiff was suing in New Hampshire to
collect damages she had suffered throughout the
country because of Hustler's nationwide circulation
Id. But because the defendant published and sold its
magazine there, New Hampshire could exercise per
sonal jurisdiction over claims of defamation arising
out of the publication and sale of the magazine Id
at 774-75, 780. The Court held that Hustler was
carrying on a 'part of its general business' in New
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Hampshire, and that is sufficient to support juris
diction when the cause ofaction arises out of the very
activity being conducted, in part, in New Hampshire."
Id. at 780.

In Keeton, it did not matter "that the bulk of the
harm done to [plaintiff] occurred outside New Hamp
shire." Id. at 780. Acknowledging Calder, the Court
recognized that the plaintiff's residence may well be
the focus of the harm in a given suit, and thus a
strong indication that the defendant has directed its
actions at that state, but it is not required to satisfy
due process. See id. at 780.

One of the central facts underlying the purpose
ful-direction rulings in both Calder and Keeton was
that the offending conduct grew out of business the
defendants conducted in the respective forums. Those
defendants had intentionally aimed their conduct at
the forum states because they intentionally sold their
publications there. This point explains the difference
in outcomes between Calder and Keeton on the one
hand, and this Court's more recent decision in Walden
v. Fiore, 134 S. Ct. 1115 (2014), on the other.

In Walden, California plaintiffs tried to sue
Georgia officials in Nevada for failing to return cash
seized in a Georgia airport. Even though the plain
tiffs had moved to Nevada and allegedly felt the effect
of the defendants' conduct there, the Court explained
that "[t]he proper question is not where the plaintiff
experienced a particular injury or effect but whether
the defendant's conduct connects him to the forum in
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a meaningful way." Id. at 1125. The defendants
simply had not "formed [any] jurisdictional^ relevant
contacts with Nevada," id. at 1124; in fact, when the
tort occurred in Georgia, there was no indication
that either plaintiffs or defendants would have any
connection to Nevada. See id.; see also J. Mclntyre
Machinery, Ltd. v. Nicastro, 131 S. Ct. 2780 (2011)
(rejecting stream-of-commerce theory of purposeful
direction in a products-liability case where there was
no allegation of a specific connection between the
defendant and the forum).

2. AEPES Purposefully Directed Its
Conduct At Missouri.

The Ninth Circuit's decision below fits com
fortably within the boundaries drawn by Calder,
Keeton, and Walden. Here, Respondents alleged that
Petitioners were direct participants in a widespread
conspiracy to manipulate the natural gas market.
The complaints include allegations that Petitioners
paid millions in regulatory penalties to settle charges
that they had submitted false and misleading infor
mation to the market indices, "while acknowledging
and accepting responsibility for submitting knowingly
inaccurate trade information from [their] trading
desks," including the "Northeast and Mid-Continent
regions." Pet. App. 135a, 191a-196a. The Mid-
Contment region includes Missouri (Pet. App. 156a),
and both complaints assert that Petitioners sold and
traded billions of dollars' worth of natural gas in
Missouri and Wisconsin before and during the alleged
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conspiracy. Pet. App. 50a-51a. Petitioners have never
disputed these facts.

Heartland and Arandell both involve even more
state-specific conduct. One of AEPES's primary Mis
souri trading partners - Aquila Merchant Services -
was an active member of the conspiracy to manipu
late natural gas prices. Pet. APP. 51a, 234a. And in
Wisconsin, AEP issued guarantees to Wisconsin com
panies on behalf of AEPES to "facilitate and enable
AEPES's" sales of natural gas in Wisconsin. Pet. App.
50a Both entities also admit targeting publications
aimed specifically at the Mid-Continent region.

Finally, both complaints allege that Petitioners'
"actions were intended to have, and did have, a direct,
substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect on
commerce" in Missouri and Wisconsin. Pet. App. 50a-
51a 234a Petitioners were reporting misleading and
false data regarding the volume and prices of their
sales of natural gas so they could charge their
customers higher prices for natural gas, which they
were doing in both Missouri and Wisconsin. As the
complaints allege, that was the entire point of the
conspiracy.

Under the applicable standard of review, these
allegations must be taken as true and all reasonable
inferences are to be drawn in Respondents favor.
Hartford Fire Ins. Co., 509 U.S. at 770. Viewed in
that light, the Ninth Circuit's decision finding pur
poseful direction is perfectly consistent with this
Court's precedent. There is no principled difference
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between Petitioners' conduct here and the magazine's
conduct in Keeton. In fact, Petitioners' Missouri and
Wisconsin contacts are stronger than Hustler's ties to
New Hampshire.

3. The Ninth Circuit's Holding Does
Not Create Any Conflict.

Despite this straightforward analysis, Petitioners
contend that the Ninth Circuit broke from other
ower courts by not requiring that the forum states be

the focal point" of Petitioners' conduct or where the
brunt of the harm" was suffered. Yet the cases cited

by Petitioners in support of this argument are wholly
inapposite, and the holdings in those cases are easily
reconcilable with the Ninth Circuit's decision below.

None of the cases cited by Petitioners addressed
conspiracies or frauds targeting multiple states. Nor
did they concern plaintiffs' suffering substantial harm
m their own forums - harm defendants intended -
even though other plaintiffs in other forums also
suffered harm. Petitioners' cases instead deal princi
pally with harm caused to a single plaintiff under
circumstances where the only connection between the
defendant and the forum is the plaintiff's residence.

For example, in Revell v. Lidov, the Fifth Circuit
found that Texas had no jurisdiction over a Columbia
professor whose statements about the Texas plaintiff
were made solely on the New York-based university's
^Tl^11^ b°ard- 31? E3d 467> 476 (5th Cir.^UU2). The court explained that, unlike Calder the
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defaming bulletin board post had nothing to do with
any Texas-based activity. Id. at 475-76. Critical* it
was undisputed that the defendant did not even know
the plaintiff was a resident of Texas. This concession
was fatal because at aminimum the "defendant must
be chargeable with knowledge of the forum at which
his conduct is directed" to reasonably anticipate being
haled into court there. Id. at 475. The court noted
that "demanding knowledge of a particular forum to
which conduct is directed, in defamation cases, is not
altogether distinct from the requirement that the
forum be the focal point of the tortious activity be
cause satisfaction of the latter will ofttimes provide
sufficient evidence of the former." Id at 475-76.
Contrary to Petitioners' suggestion, though, this state
ment does not require some focal point or brunt of the
harm analysis. It instead simply shows that Calder s
effects test can be satisfied in more than one way,
depending on the particulars of the claim at hand.

Petitioners' "focal point" cases turn on whether
the defendants had connections with the forum
beyond just the fact that the plaintiffs happened to
reside there. Thus, where conduct was directed sim
ply at individuals, without regard to their residence
jurisdiction was lacking. See Johnson v. Arden, 614
F3d 785 796 (8th Cir. 2010) (allegedly defamatory
statements on internet bulletin board did not confer
jurisdiction in the plaintiff's home state* Stembuch
v Cutler, 518 F.3d 580, 586 (8th Cir. 2008) (finding
insufficient evidence that defendant publisher had
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specifically marketed the novel for sale in the forum)-
Noonan v. Winston Co., 135 F.3d 85, 91 (1st Cir. 1998)
(holding that ad written in French by a French
company for a French audience was not directed at
Massachusetts and thus the defendant could not be
sued for defamation there); ESAB Group, Inc v
Centncut, Inc., 126 F.3d 617, 625 (4th Cir. 1997)
(finding personal jurisdiction is not appropriate
where the only suit-related contact with the forum s
that the plaintiff would feel harm there). But where
as here, the defendants knowingly directed their
effect ;,th: f°rUmS' S° ^ m°re than J-t theeffects of the harm were felt there, jurisdiction was
proPe, See Dudnikov v. Chalk &Vermilion Fine Arts
Inc 514 F.3d 1063, 1074 (10th Cir. 2008) (finding
jurisdiction proper where Colorado plaintiffs brought
suit against a Delaware defendant after the defen
dant had approached eBay to prevent plaintiff from
selling merchandise from Colorado); Newsome v.
Gallacher, 722 F.3d 1257, 1265 (10th Cir. 2013)
(finding jurisdiction proper in Oklahoma over Cana
dian defendants who had caused the collapse of an
Oklahoma company of which they were officers); The
Cir 200^)' (f rttS Sf' W5 ^APP'X 109' 113 <«*Cir. 2005 (finding jurisdiction proper in Ohio because
defendant had interfered with contract performance
ff)nNnr k6 in^hi° b6nefltting the 0hi0 Ito-

wS tt N^,ap°Ut Pftiti°nerS' CaSGS is insistentwith the Ninth Circuit's analysis.

Nonetheless, in an effort to create the illusion of
a conflict between these "focal point" cases and this
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one, Petitioners ignore numerous allegations, set out
in the Statement above, that they aimed their price-
fixing conduct directly at Missouri and Wisconsin. For
example, both complaints allege that Petitioners sold
billions of dollars' worth of natural gas in the forum
states. Pet. App. 51a. Both complaints allege that
Petitioners falsely reported trading information to
price indices targeting the Mid-Continent region. Pet.
App. 58a. And both complaints detail how that false
reporting scheme worked, that it was an intentional
effort to inflate the price of natural gas in the forum
states, that Petitioners were active participants in
the scheme, and that the inflated prices caused
Respondents' harm. Pet. App. 14a, 161a, 166a, 243a.

Petitioners' sales of price-fixed gas in the forums
further served to artificially inflate the price paid by
Respondents because those transactions were them
selves reported to publications providing geograph
ically-specific pricing, with the intent that buyers like
Respondents and sellers of natural gas in those
locations would rely on the data. Not only were the
sales reported, there is substantial evidence of ma
nipulated data. For example, according to the CFTC,
86% of the reports that Inside FERC received from
Petitioners' "Mid-Continent Desk" were false or in
accurate. Rsp. App. 25. Here, as in Keeton, the de
fendant "deliberately exploited] the [forum's] market"
and thus "it must reasonably anticipate being haled
into court there." Keeton, 465 U.S. at 781.

The fundamental premise of Petitioners' "focal
point" or "brunt of the harm" argument is incorrect.
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Nothing in Revell or any of Petitioners' other cases
suggest that defendants cannot be sued, by different
Plaintiffs, for wrongdoing in each forum to which that
wrongful conduct was directed. As the Ninth Circuit
recognized, in cases like this, the question is not
which one of several forums was the focus of the
conduct or harm, but whether the defendants had
intentionally directed their conduct at each forum.

B. Petitioners' Newly Found Twombly Ar
gument Does Not Support Certiorari.

For the first time, Petitioners argue that the
personal jurisdiction allegations in the complaints
somehow failed to meet a burden imposed by tnis
(2007^ell?lantic CorP- - ^ombly, 550 U.S. 544(2007). This Court does not entertain arguments notpresented below. See Granite Rock Co. v. "on"
Broth of Teamsters, 561 U.S. 287, 306 (2010) (declin
ing to review argument not raised before Court of
Appeals). Because it has been waived, Petitioners'
fivombfy argument cannot support certiorari. In any
event, Twombly does not apply here, where Petition
ers are appealing the Ninth Circuit's decision regard
ing their Rule 12(b)(2) motion to dismiss for lack of
personal jurisdiction - not a ruling on a 12(b)(6)
motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim
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II The Ninth Circuit's Decision Does Not
Implicate Any Supposed Split Among
Jurisdictions.

In an effort to attract the Court's attention,
Petitioners' second question asks this Court to review
an issue that they concede was never addressed
below. They argue that if the Ninth Circuit had
grounded its decision on the mere fact that Petition
ers sold billions of dollars' worth of natural gas in
Missouri and Wisconsin, it necessarily would have
implicated what Petitioners see as a circuit split over
the proper test to determine whether a nexus exists
between the asserted claims and the chosen forums.
The hypothetical nature of this question is alone
enough for this Court to reject it as a basis for certio
rari. See United States v. Sperry Corp., 493 U.S. 52,
66 (1989) (declining to decide argument in part
because the court of appeals did not address it).

Even if this issue were properly before the Court,
however, this case would present a poor opportunity
to decide it. Here the connection between the forum
contacts and the claims would have passed even the
strictest of the "nexus" tests identified by Petitioners. ^
Assuming the relevant forum contacts are Petitioners'
consistent sales of natural gas in the forum states

6According to Petitioners, the circuit courts and state high
courts have been applying the "but for," "proximate cause,' and
"middle ground" nexus tests for decades, which itself shows
there is no pressing conflict in the lower courts demanding this
Court's review.
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and their agreements to supply natural gas in
the forum states, Respondents" claims still arL out
of or relate to those contacts. These forum state
transactions in Missouri included both sales toco
Z?TlSrd,SUPPly C°ntraCtS ™th inspiratorsall o which furthered Petitioners' price-fixing scheme
and thereby increased the price paid by consumers!
those juns&ctions. Thus, because Respondents
claims arise from allegations that they paid artffi.
iaUy high prices for natural gas as aresult of"ett

boners participation in the alleged price-W
scheme, those claims clearly arise out of or "lat te
Petitmners sale of the price-feed product and execu
tion of related contracts in the forum states. This is
true under any of the so-called "nexus" tests.

None of the cases cited by Petitioners would lead
to a different result. Petitioners' arguments instead
focus repeatedly on the tests employed, rather than
he substantive results reached, in various jurisdk

Zrt. r^ *hey aSSert that "Until zCourt provides guidance on the proper standardsdifferent tests for jurisdiction will govern through^
the country' and that "overlapping jurisdictLfe
have come to different conclusions regarding whlch
tests should apply' (emphasis added) At most the
s;™\the rition suggest «* ^ £w[r Lry f emPl0ylng diff^nay-worded tests
event „„ t?* Substantire ^"nce. In anyevent, none of those tests were applied below because
the issue was not raised, let alone decided
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Finally the Court should decline Petitioners'invi";0 hold the Petition while it decides the
Amotion question in Oneok v. Learjet, Inc., No. 13
ST As the discussion above shows, the Petition is
LeritYess and should be denied now. There is no need
rprolong resolution of these cases, which have been
Cn the MDL court for almost ten years, byZtlo^er the Petition until after the Court

ZTes the pending preemption issue^ Because the
underlying litigation has been stayed while the CourtWveTtl preemption question, no credible ,**,
ment can be made that Petitioners would be preju
Seed by an immediate denial of this Petition.

—♦-

CONCLUSION

The petition for writ of certiorari should be
denied.
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